Make your space work ®

Cliq ™
Seating

Instant
comfort for
collaboration.
Be Part of the Cliq
Some of the best work results from a collaborative effort. That’s
why Cliq brings people together. A welcome addition to any
group chat, Cliq seating lets you take care of business from the
moment you sit down. It’s light-scaled for a modern look that’s
also easy to maneuver around wherever the group discussion
takes you. Remarkably intuitive and endlessly adaptable, Cliq
makes seating simple.

SCAN TO
CHECK OUT
CLIQ ON
HON.COM
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Cliq

Shown with Empower workstations and Fuse storage

Cliq 3

Shown with Preside Table
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Cliq

Designed with You in Mind
Power through meetings of any length in
complete comfort without the hassle of having
to fine-tune your chair. Cliq's weight-activated
control responds to your body and its
movements, providing instant comfort without
a lot of adjustments. Cliq does the work for
you, making creative collaboration a breeze.

Cliq 5

It Just Clicks
A thin profile provides a modern aesthetic, while a wide
range of fabric choices and frame and mesh colors ensures
the perfect look for any space. Available as a task chair or
stool and in fixed arms or armless versions, Cliq is perfectly
formed for the group chat. Intuitive, stylish, and supportive—it
just clicks with any collaborative environment.
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Cliq

Shown with Storage Island and Workwall

Cliq 7

“Workspaces continue to become less defined, so with Cliq, we
wanted to create an easy to use conference and light duty task
chair that works in those different types of collaborative spaces.
The design is straightforward; the simplicity of the shape relates
back to the simplicity of its use. It’s just an easy-to-use chair."
David Mehaffey
Senior Industrial Designer, The HON Company
Designer of Cliq seating
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Features

WEIGHT-ACTIVATED CONTROL
Automatically adjusts tension as you
recline, eliminating the need to make
adjustments for different users

FIXED ARMS
Sleek, modern design of the arms
provides a comfortable sit for all users

4-WAY STRETCH MESH
Flexes in every direction to
dynamically move with you

ADJUSTABLE SEAT HEIGHT & TILT LOCK
Lift the lever to find your ideal seat height
for maximum performance, lock in an
upright position for keyboarding, or relax
and recline during a meeting

Mesh Options

Black

Charcoal

Titanium

Regatta

Brownstone

Breeze

Fog

Frame & Base Finishes

Black

Titanium

Designer
White

Polished
Aluminum
(Base only)

See HON Pricer for complete product information.

For more information, visit hon.com/cliq

